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New student loan
regulations cause
delays, paperwork
by Melissa McGilllvray
staff reporter

BG News/Dave Ktelmeyer

Jammin'H

Sophomore music education majors Michelle Marsik and Cheryl Tyson find a way to beat the sun during band practice.

S. African students protest deaths
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP) University students threw stones yesterday
at police and cars after leaving a meeting
held to protest the police killings of 20 blacks
in Soweto. The government promised to hold
a public inquiry into the shootings.
Witnesses said police fired tear gas when
students at the University of the Witwatersrand began throwing stones at police vans
and other vehicles and at a police film crew.
The university is officially for whites, but
many blacks attend. Both blacks and whites
were involved in the clash.
The South African Press Association said
that one white student fired a gun into the
air and that a police cameraman was injured when he was hit by a stone.
SAPA said about 1,000 students attended
the protest meeting but only about 400
clashed with police.
The students were protesting the police
shootings of 20 blacks during riots in the
sprawling black township of Soweto on Tuesday night and Wednesday morning.
The government said yesterday that 20

blacks were killed by police and confirmed
that a black Soweto councilor was killed by
youths. It said 98 other people were injured.
ANTI—APARTHEID leaders, however,
said up to 30 people were killed and 200
wounded.
Deputy Information Minister Louis Nel
told a news conference that a public investigation will be held and police will be questioned. He did not set a date for the inquiry
but said, "It will not be delayed."
Nel said the Soweto riots were part of an
organized campaign to sabotage the 11week-old national state of emergency.
"It was an ambush to kill the police." he
said. "They had to react to defend themselves. Whether they reacted correctly will
be decided at the inquest."
About 50 riot police confronted the protesting students at the University of the Witwatersrand, SAPA said.
A dental student who was trying to drive
away from the confrontation was mobbed,
and his car bumped into one protester, the
agency said. It said students beat on the
car's windows and roof, and the driver

jumped out and fired a shot in the air.
He then sped away as stones were thrown
at his car. SAPA said no one was injured by
the car or the shot. It is common for whites
in South Africa to carry guns in their cars.
THE NEWS agency said two police cameramen were hit with stones, and one of
them was cut in the face.
At a news conference earlier yesterday,
anti-apartheid leaders challenged the government version of what set off the Soweto
riots and demanded authorities allow a
mass funeral for the victims.
Mass funerals frequently have been prohibited because they often become forums
for anti-apartheid protests.
The Rev. Frank Chikane, deputy president of the anti-apartheid Soweto Civic
Association, and Murphy Morobe, chief
spokesman of the United Democratic Front,
the country's largest anti-apartheid coalition, said up to 30 people were killed and 200
wounded.
"We are appalled and outraged by this
cold-blooded massacre," Chikane told a
news conference.

December grads need to prepare
by Michelle Fisher
staff reporter
While most University students are buying books and
starting classes, the time is
drawing near for seniors who
plan to graduate in December to
apply for graduation.
to beat the graduation deadline of Sept. 12, seniors should go
to their college office and fill out
an application making them
candidates for graduation. Education majors can apply at the

Office of Registration and Records, 110 Administration Building.
*'We want students to apply
early so we can start checking
their file. If you apply late, vou
go to the bottom of the pile,"
said Silvia Smith, student advisor in the College of Business
Administration.
Sometimes students are unaware of necessary electives
and course requirements or end
up taking a 100-leveI course as

seniors, resulting in a penalty
and late graduation.
"We want to avoid these problems or try to catch them early
so they can add a class or pick
up an independent study so students can graduate on time,"
Smith said.
THE APPLICATION includes
basic information about the student such as major, student I.D.
number and the name as they
want it to appear on the diploma, said Laura Waggoner,

assistant registrar.
"We also ask for the students'
address one month before graduation to send the commencement letter and their address
one month after graduation to
mail the diploma," Waggoner
said.
If the candidate misses the set
deadline, he or she must go
through an appeal with his or
herparticular college to determine eligibility.

Changes in student loan regulations are causing long lines at the
bursar and delays in students receiving financial aid.
The government now requires more information before processing the loan forms, said Deb Heineman, associate director of
Financial Aid and Student Employment.
The changes started this year after a federal report was compiled,
Heineman said.
"The report basically said people are getting financial aid who
shouldn't be getting financial aid, she said.
As a result, students must now submit twice as many documents
they did in the past to receive aid.
Income tax returns and Social Security statements are some of the
extra documents Heineman's office must collect. This means about
60,000 pieces of extra paperwork for Heineman's office.
"This has been an unusual year - it's been a real mess this year,"
Heineman said.
Phone lines have been "swamped," and many studei is have had
to wait two hours or more for service, she said. To accommodate the
extra work, the office has added temporary employees and has
extended its hours.
JOSEPH Martini, University Bursar, said his office also is
experiencing a heavier workload because of the GSL regulations.
The GSL checks now are mailed to the Bursar's office instead of
directly to the students and in multiple installments instead of one
payment, he said.
The Bursar's office has also added personnel and extra hours to
meet student demand. The cashier windows will be open 9 a.m.-l
p.m. tomorrow for student use.
The longer process has caused disappointment among some
students. Martini said.
"For the first time around, it's a little bit of a shock and hard for
students," he said. "They expected all proceeds from the loans at
once."
Despite all the disadvantages, Martini said there may be a benefit
from the new process.
"Students won't use up all the money (from their GSLs) before
spring semester," he said.

Teens arrested
for shootings
TOLEDO (AP)-Three
teen-agers were arrested yesterday in connection with
shotgun attacks at the homes
of two black families earlier
this week, police said, and
city officials introduced
members of a task force
formed to ease racial tension
here.
The three youths arrested,
who live in the same neighborhood where the shootings
occurred, will be charged
with delinquency offenses,
Kilice Chief John Mason said,
e would not say whether
they are black or white and
would not provide any details
about the arrests.
Mason made the announcement at a news conference
attended by about 50 leaders
from government, business,
schools, religion, labor and
social services.
At the news conference,
Mayor Donna Owens said the
community deplored the violence, which escalated to the
shootings after a cross was
burned at a black family's
home Sunday night.

".. . This form of
bigotry cannot and will
not be tolerated or
condoned in Toledo."
— Donna Owens,
Mayor
"... This form of bigotry
cannot and will not be tolerated or condoned in Toledo,"
she said.
Mason said additional officers are patrolling the neighborhoods where violence has
been reported.
The same day the cross was
burned, windows were broken
in another area of the city at
the new home of a black family in a predominantly white
neighborhood.
No one has been injurec" in
the incidents, but a man
whose home was targeted in
one of the shotgun attacks
was cited yesterday after he
was found patrolling his
neighborhood with a shotgun.

Are you freezing or sneezing?
Cool weather affects dress
by Beth Thomas
staff reporter

Unseasonably cool weather
has forced many students to
trade in their Jams for sweats as
temperatures hovering in the
mid-608 seem more like October
than August.
Wednesday's low temperature
of 42 degrees was only one degree above the all-time low for
this date, according to the National Weather Service at Toledo
Express Airport. Combined with
northerly winds of 14 mph and 45
percent relative humidity, it
made for chilly times.
The weather service said the
cause of the cool weather Is a
cold air mass from Canada that
has moved south due to a high
pressure front on the West
Coast. Temperatures will go
back up over Labor Day weekend and will be higher than
normal next week, the weather
service said.
A weather service spokesman

■?;% O-c-t. 1-5 spells relief?

said that the cold spell does not
necessarily indicate a severe
winter.
Students expressed very different opinions about how they
should dress for the unseasonable weather.
Pam Moats, sophomore preaccounting major, said she was
bundled up in jeans and a heavy
sweatshirt because she didn t
want to shiver.
"I WOKE up cold this morning, and time and temperature
said it was only 50 degrees," she
said.
Judi Kopp, sophomore preiournalism malor, went so far as
to wear a coat with her warm
clothes.
"I wore sweatpants, a sweatshirt and my jacket today because I had to go to the Ice
Arena at 8:30 a.m., but it turned
out that the Arena was warmer
than outside," she said.
However, other students are
enjoying the break from swel

by Janet Pavasko

wire editor

BG News/ Dave Kielmeyei

Allergy sufferers will be waiting until at least Oct. 15 before
they are able to put away their
tissues, nose spray and eye
drops.
On that date, according to
Tom Hopkins, Wood County agricultural agent, there will be a
50 percent chance that the temperature will drop below freezing for the first time this fall.
Frost is nature's way of killing
the ragweed crop.
Hopkins said extreme rein
conditions have contributed to
the ragweed problem.
"Lack of rain during the cornplanting season contributed to
the poor weather for herbicides," he said. "In contrast, the
extremely wet conditions in
June kept farmers from spraying their crops."
According to Joshua Kaplan,
director of Student Health Services, most students can control

their allergy symptoms by using
over-the-counter medications
and by drinking more fluids.
"Increasing fluids helps to
make secretions thin and watery, this allows drainage from
sinuses," Kaplan said. "This
prevents ear infections, sinusitis, and pneumonia."
Kaplan also recommends
over-the-counter drugs, hoping
students can become self-sufficient in treating their allergies.
"I RECOMMEND an antihistamine and decongestant combination, which usually does not
make students drowsy," he said
"Students can get a five-day
supply for about H"
According to Kaplan, the only
side effect is a dry mouth. He
also advises that students
change the brands of over-thecounter medications every few
weeks.
"After a few weeks, antihistamines lose their effect; the solu
a See Allergies, page 5.
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Draft bill unfair
incouraging
Er

young men to register with the
iSelective
Service by airing commercials
5
that show Walkman-wearing teenagers signing up
is fine. But passing a discriminatory bill is going
just a bit too far.
The bill, which becomes law Sept. 25, requires
any males who are not registered with Selective
Service to pay out-of-state tuition, regardless of
where they live.
We realize that registering with Selective Service
is the law. We also realize that the governement
has the right to take measures to punish those who
break the law. But passing a bill that only punishes
a small percentage of those men is unfair.
The bill punishes only college students who have
not registered by forcing them to pay more for their
education each semester. At the University, instate tuition and fees are $1,014 per semester tor a
full-time student. Out-of-state tuition and fees total
$2,214 per semester, a difference of $1,200.
We believe it is unfair to fine college students $1,200 per semester for being unregistered, while
those men who don't go to college and fail to
register are not fined.
The bill discriminates against college students,
but it discriminates against poor and middle class
people, as well.
A student from a wealthy family may be able to
cover the extra tuition, while a student working his
way through college must drop out of school, or
register.
The necessity of a peacetime draft registration is
not at issue here. A discriminitory law is.
Most politicians preach that education is the
foundation for our future. They say in order to
make poor people an asset to the country, we must
educate them. Then they pass laws like this one.
It is time the politicians themselves were educated. Delinquent draft registration is a problem
not limited to college students and not limited to
particular income levels. Passing a law which
singles out a segment of the problem population is
not a solution. It is simply unfair.

The birth of a column
OUT

i0&
by Cralg Hergert
This column is approximately
the fortieth one that I've written
for The News since I started
writing for it a year and a half
ago. The response has been
enormous: The News has received two letters, one disagreeing with me and one
glinting out an error. The edirs figured such a following as
this deserves the best. It's time
this column had an official
name, they said. And now it
does.
Coming up with that name
wasn't easy though. I don't have
the kind of name that lends itself
well to a catchy title the way the
sportwriters' names do.
Ron Fritz has "On the Fritz."
Karl Smith writes "Karl's Komments." And Tom Reed, displaying a touch of Ramboesque
aggressiveness, has "Reed
This." The rumor that he
wanted "Or Else" as part of the
title is unsubstantiated.
But Craig Hergert? What does
that inspire? Craig's Comer?
That sounds too much like Mr.
Rogers' Neighborhood. Hergert's Haven? Hergert's Hideaway? Hergert's Hell-hole? Forget it. I had two choices-either
try some other angle or change
my name to something more
workable, like Karl Reed-Fritz.

So I tried another approach, so
popular among columnists these
days. I tried all kinds of puns
involving laughter-type words.
"The Good Mirth" and "Jest for
Laughs" didn't cut it. Neither
did "Grin Acres." "Bowling
Grin" was right out.
I also considered titles that
played off of famous quotations.
For example, I pondered over
"To Those that Think," an allusion to Horace Walpole's line,
"The world is a comedy to those
that think, a tragedy to those
that feel." But no, I decided. It
sounded too elitist, like stamping a "No Airheads" warning on
each column.
Then there were the generic
titles, the ones that could be
used for any column ever written. I considered "For What It's
Worth,""Off the Top of My
Head,""The Way I See it," and
"Two Cents' Worth." But no.
Too dull. Besides, if I used that
last one, I could be sued for false
advertising.
So why "Out of Whack"? Why
did that title survive the final
cut?
First, it sounds right. It has
the proper off-beat ring. More
importantly though, it reflects
the spirit of this column. Nine
times out of ten, I'll be writing
about something that's all fouled
up, out of order-out of whack.
Whether my topic is global,
local or personal, it usually in-

volves mixed-up confusion. As
far as the world at large goes, all
Sou have to do is pick up a paper
i see what I mean, when the
most sensible thing you can find
is Gary Larsen's Far Side, you
know things are out of whack.
And things aren't a whole lot
more rational here at Bowling
Green.
The other day someone
knocked on the door of my advisor's office, where I occasionally come to write this column. I
opened the door to find a wellscrubbed young student. Did he
want my advisor's help? My
advisor's signature? My advisor's advice? No. He had never
heard of my advisor. He wanted
the time. He knocked on a door
clearly designated as the office
of a professor in order to ask the
time of day. Something was out
of whack.
My roommate gave me another example. Running into a
former 111 student of his who is
now a senior, he asked him how
his writing had been in his other
courses. "What writing?" his
student asked. "I haven't had to
write since your class." If this
student wasn't exaggerating
and if there are others out there
who have shared his experience,
then something's out of whack.
On a personal level, too, my
column's title fits. Try as I
might, I don't always fit in with
what's going on around me.

Last Sunday, for example, ray
new upstairs neighbors, who,
from the sounds they make on
my ceiling must be related to the
Flying Wallendas, started playing their stereo at a volume that
could shatter Ella Fitzgerald the
way her voice shatters glass.
When I went up to ask them to
turn it down, I found myself
living out a vaudeville routine.
They couldn't hear my complaint about the loud stereo because of the loud stereo. When
they finally turned the thing
down, their dad walked in from
the bedroom, and, with a broad
smile, told me my coming up
was OK. Evidently, he wasn^
offended by my request.
What a relief for me to know
that my new roomies come from
such understanding stock.
Something was out of whack.
The new title, young though it
is, has already received some1
mild criticism. My advisor.
whom I value for his counsel and
for his Bulova, pointed out that if
I write about something serious,
the title's tone would be inappropriate. He has a point. But if I
ever do write a straight-forward, sensible column, the readers can respond in a way that
makes the title fit. "Hmmm.
Hergert's making sense? Something's out of whack."
Hergert, a teaching fellow in
English from Slayton, Minn., Is
a columnist for The News.

HAH, "COiST SWEAT THE" BILL, DUPE1. \
1.M USIN' SOMEONE. ELSE'S ACCESS '
NUMBER!

Know thy computer
and ease thy anxiety
by Scott Munn
If there's anything frightening
about the future it's the tact that
you have to adapt to it rather
than the other way around. The
technology of change can be as
simple as a better mousetrap or
as complex as a microchip.
There is hardly anything as
formless but at the same time as
sharply defined as a computer.
An invisible mesh of commands
has married a television screen
and begat an industry which has
only begun to grow.
The family of manufactured
man surrounds us. Computers
send us our phone bills and keep
tabs on our credit, defend our
perimeters and overcook our
dinner. Software never had it so
good.
The information age is here,
but there lacks a decent interface between the computer literate and the computer-shy.
It's true that a computer is
cold, calculating and sometimes
steely-faced. The keys to its
heart really are keys-and if
you try to converse without
knowing the language you're
likely to receive a blank look.
It's very demanding, very
smart, and more organized than
you'll ever be.
Is it a wonder that the average
sloppily romantic, fallibly freeassociating person feels uneasy
around such straight-laced company?
Deep down, prejudices and
foreignness and innocent stupidity aside, we all like to believe
that everyone thinks somewhat
alike. Everyone was born with a

mother and a father, a country
and a culture, a past made up of
experiences and a future made
up of hope.
Computers seem a seperate
breed - they're from the land of
honest politicians and compassionate Bursars. They think in
terms of l's and 0's, on and off.
When it comes to poetry, they're
about as well-versed as a pocket
calculator. They're the silent
type, but they're not cute.
Our synapse-controlled brain,
rrked by God and a little bit of
rtricity, has created the perfect servant: attentive, soulless,
and scapegoat extrordinaire.
We tend to personify computers. They hum and blink, have
bugs in their systems and limited memories. When they misbehave we scold them and when
they perform brilliantly we take
the credit. We pat them like dogs
and jab at them like stubborn
bullies.
Classes are held to understand
and utilize them. Careers are
based on naming the possibilities. Either wide-eyed with admiration or terror, we coexist
with something that is not alive
but which helps to govern our
lives.
Why the misunderstanding.
the fear, the wish that they'll
silently fade into the nonthreatening scenery of ignorance?
A computer isn't anything
more than a space to work out
and implement ideas.
Computers will never feel. No
matter how smart they get, they
can't add two and two without
help; the answer is four because
we say it's four. They'll never
believe in heaven and they'll
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never appreciate the beauty of
the night sky.
Computers will never love.
They're not meant to do these
things. Computers are merely
an extension of us and our will.
It isn't a matter of "us" and
"them." No enemy exists here.
Our way of life isn't being
endangered. The industrial revolution came and brought with it
increased prosperity and productivity. Along with it followed
pollution, heart attacks and the
stress of modem day paranoia.
Likewise, nothing has fundamentally changed B.C. and A.C.
(before computers and after).
Babies are born, wars erupt,
and technology marches in tune
with evolution.
If we are racing to facelessness, still hiding behind our
faults though aided by a sophisticated wall of electronics, the
computer is lust another excuse
for mediocrity. A rule in computer usage; garbage in, garbage out.
My ideas here have been written with pen and paper, then
typed into "the system." I don't
always feel comfortable scribbling thoughts onto a chalkboard
of light, even if in some cases the
distance between writing and
typing is only a few seconds.
The ease of the cursor delights
but fails to attract me like an
archaic, comfortable pencil.
Typewriters are almost too fast.
And what's the hurry?
Garbage in, garbage out.
Munn is a freshman creativewriting major from Tiffin who
doesn't understand computers
but has made peace with them.
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The BG News editorial
page is your campus forum.
Letters to the editor should be
typewritten, double-spaced,
and signed. Address or OCMB

number, and telephone number, must be included.
Columns should also be typewritten and doubled-spaced.
University students writing
columns must provide class
rank, major and hometown.
The News reserves the right
to reject any material that is
offensive, malicious or libelous. All submission are subject to condensation.
Please address all submissions to:
Editorial Editor
The BG News
211 West Hall

The cloud looms larger
by Karl Smith
Although I am not the greatest
of history buffs, there are some
things that intrigue me.
Napoleon, Hitler, World War
II, the Roman Empire, you
know, the real biggies in any
good history book.
One thing I wonder about
when I'm studying history is,
what will historians name as the
highlights, or lowlights, of my
time here?
It's tough to realize now that
we're in the middle of it, but
there's a lot of history being
made here-the Chernobyl disaster, the American air strike
on Libya, the terrorist trend but what scares me is that the
biggest story could be a repeat
of the Black Death.
No, I don't believe there's
going to be an outbreak of the
Middle Age's bubonic plague but
the continued spreading of AIDS
has possibilities of equaling the
same devastation.
When I first heard of AIDS, I
thought, "there's another one of
those rare diseases."
Then more reports began popping up. Still, I figured this was
some sort of epidemic that
would soon subisde. It's amazing, though, how much more
real something appears when a
celebrity or public figure is in-

volved.
Rock Hudson's death brought
the AIDS problem to a new level.
Suddenly, many people, including myself, began taking it seriously.
The latest prominent figure to
become afflicted is Jerry Smith,
the great tight end who played
with the Washington Redskins.
When I heard the news, I was
shocked. Here was a player I
had watched for many years
and, even though
I am anything
but a Redskinsrfan, cheered for,
who was going to die of an incurable disease.
As if AIDS is spreading
quickly enough, I've read where
there are insects in Africa carrying the disease around. I'm
not much of an expert, but I
know how fast they can spread
illness around.
It bothers me that the disease
is spreading like wild fire without this added help from the
African insect communities.
The most distressing thing is
that AIDS, to this point, cannot
be cured.
With today's incredible medical advances, it is rare when
something cannot be cured or at
least stifled and relieved. But
AIDS has stumped all challengers, and that frightens me.
The common cold cannot be
cured, but at least a few aspirin
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What can be done? The research being done is about the
only hope of averting a serious
epidemic.
If research fails, there may
not be anybody to read about oar
chapters in history books.
Smith is a senior news^ditiorial journalism major from Witton mils, Ohio.
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and some orange juice can take
care of most of the problem.
There's nothing, nothing that
can be done for AIDS.
When I think of the possiblity
of a nuclear disaster, I cling to
the small hope of disarmament.
I cross my fingers and think
that: A. Soon everyone will wise
up and see their sitting on a time
bomb that they keep building
and get rid of these megaton
toys; or B. Maybe, just maybe,
no one will ever push the button.
But when it comes to AIDS,
there isn't and A or B decision, I
don't even know of an A.
It appears to me that we could
be involved in a story that reads
like a B movie you watch on
Sunday afternoon about the end
of the world. An incurable disease sweeps across the world,
leaving only a few people, struggling for survival.
It reminds me of "The Day
After," except that was on television and this is real life.
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Doors opened for USG chief
McCoy brings wide range
of experiences to post
by Suwn McDonald
staff reporter

USG, these facts are not an
issue, she said.

Joining a club or an organization is one way for most University students to meet people or
get involved with campus activities, but for one student, it
meant much more.
For Kelly McCoy, joining USG
as a freshman has led her to its
highest position.
"USG became a mechanism
to meet other people and get
more involved on campus," said
McCoy, senior political science
major and USG president.
Because she had to live offcampus her freshman year, McCoy said she ran for the position
of an off-campus representative
to address the issues facing
other students in her situation.
She was also the chair of the
Minority Affairs human relations committee.
McCoy was an Ohio Student
Association representative her
sophomore year and national
state community affairs coordinator her junior year.
She said her involvement in
USG also was influenced by her
parents, who are both politically
and ci vically active in her hometown of Lima, Ohio. The role
models they provided made her
realize that although she is the
first black president and the
second woman president of

"WATCHING THEM all of my
life made me realize that being
black or a woman doesn't make
a difference," McCoy said, although she also said she had
always had to try a little harder
to prove she was equal.
McCoy said that a person's
color or sex was not an issue
anymore as long as a person
could effectively do his or her
job.
Besides the support from her
parents, McCoy also draws on
her political science classes for
defining her presidential role.
"I found what I learned in the
classroom tied in with what I
was doing in student government in terms of how issues are
determined and defined and the
processes they undergo," she
said.
McCoy also studied a variety
of issues outside of the classroom with other student leaders
in Washington, D.C.. last summer when she was selected to be
an Allard K. Lowenstein Fellow.
One of 10 chosen from 350
nationwide applicants, she was
selected for her leadership skills
and her political involvement on
campus and in the community.
McCoy interned for seven
weeks for Sen. Howard Metzenbaum, D-Ohio, researching and
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South Prospect Street between East Wooster and
Clough streets will be closed
for about one month while
repairs to a sewer are made,
David Barber, director of
public works, said yesterday.
The water line project began in late July in conjunction
with the new parking lot plans
for South Prospect Street, he
said.

Em
writing a paper on the Strategic
Defense Initiative (SDI), also
known as "Star Wars," which he
will use in lectures.

dead, and it is important for
students to get involved in political processes on every level,"
McCoy said.

SHE ALSO attended weekly
seminars on issues about the
judicial system, foreign policy
and human rights, and economics in the 1990s.
McCoy said her fellowship
would contribute to her role in
USG since she could relate on
the experiences of other student
leaders and their solutions to
campus issues.
"I established a nationwide
network of other student leaders. It reaffirmed within me a
sense that student activism isn't

■
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University students can get
involved in the political process
of USG not only by running for
an office but by observing the
decisions made, she said.
"I realize every student can't
be elected, but to simply be
aware of what USG is doing is
one form of involvement," she
said. "Participation in and out
of a body will always keep us in
check."

$2 OFF
Any large 16" pizza
with TWO or more items
om

'<•• Delivery

COUPON

pf» o\ua

r■
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VOTED BEST PIZZA IN BG.

To keep up with University
students, McCoy said her cabinet plays an important role in
addition to her position.
"I am only as strong as my
cabinet. Everyone in the organization plays a vital role. They
are the link in the chain," the
first-year president said.

"Many of the houses behind
the restaurant have already
been torn down in order to
make way for parking lot
space which will be convenient for downtown visitors,"
he said. "But the completion
of the parking lot will take a
lot longer."

McCoy's role also can be
strengthened by her relationship
with University students.
"I want every student to know
I'm accessible to them. I try to
help them. The best feeling is
that students can walk up to me
on campus and I can help
them."

$1 OFF
Any medium 13" pizza
with TWO or more items
ONI (OUOONOHO'MO

MHO/

ATTENTI

"Overall, the condition of
the street will be improved.
We are rebuilding new curbs,
and there will be new pavements on the west side of the
street," he said. "We also
plan to tear down some of the
older trees and replant new
ones."
Barber said the idea for the
project came about when construction began on a new
parking lot behind Rocky Rococo's, 176 E. Wooster St.
Barber said the new lot will
serve as short-term parking
for visitors in town.
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Kelly McCoy
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When it's gotta be pizza it's got to be p6fe * ' .
According to a BGSU preference survey, students prefer Pizza to hamburgers. According to
National Restaurant Association tests, Pizza is
the better nutritional value. The BG New. survey
(5/85) rated Pisanello's Pizza the BEST in Bowling Green. Give us a chance to create a meal or a
snack for you.

Project
to close
Prospect

352-5166

OPIN

4 pm

VOTED BEST PIZZA IN B.G
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Any small 10" plxza
or large sub
ON!

POKT^

352-5166
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VOTED BEST PIZZA IN B.G.

SENIORS

Appointment sign-ups taken now! 9 a.m. - 5 p.m,
Photo sittings Sept. 2-19, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Call The KEY at 372-8086 for appt. or stop by 28 West Hall.

Schedule early! Be a part of Ohio's best selling yearbook!
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BG restaurants get awards
Food Operations responds to students' changing tastes
by Rick SchaHer
reporter

Responding to the changing
tastes of students is one reason a
national organization of college
food service managers ranks the
University's cafeterias and restaurants among the best in the
country.
Two University Food Operations resturants - Towers Inn
and Chily's - received awards
at the annual meeting of the
National Association of College
and University Food Services
held last July. The department
now has won 10 national awards.
"The Dining Exchange competition is for innovative ideas in
dining facilities," said Jane
Schimpf, director of University
Food Operations.
She said that entries are
judged on presentation, variety
of foods, commitment to good
nutrition, creativity in design,
overall impression, marketing,
imagination and meeting antic-

ipated goals.
The Towers Inn is a full-service restaurant located in the
McDonald dining complex.
Chily's is a snack bar in
Kreischer dining hall which features Cincinnati chili and ice
cream specialties.
The unusual combination of
restaurants and cafeterias on
campus is becoming the trend
for schools across the country,
Schimpf said.
"I THINK this program is
unique, although many other
universities are using our
ideas," Schimpf said.
She added that part of the plan
is to provide variety for students.
"Today's students like flexibility and a lot of options," she
said.
In an effort to save money
while improving service, Food
Operations is issuing take-out
trays to everyone purchasing
meal plans.

Schimpf said this was in response to complaints that the
cardboard trays were not sturdy
enough. The new trays are fiberglass, similar to those used
inside the cafeterias. However,
cardboard trays still will be
available for 15 cents.
The new trays cost Food Operations $21,000. "Last year we
spent $34,000 on paper trays, so
we are hoping to save $8,000 to
$8,000," Schimpf said.
Another change is the revamping of the dinner menu in
the cafeterias. Food Operations
has dropped some specialty
lines like Mexican and Oriental,
which appeared only on certain
nights.
"They included a lot of expensive items which weren't very
popular," Schimpf said.
A TEST kitchen was set up
over the summer in Harshman,
where new recipes were tried
and old ones were revised. "We
change recipies when people tell
us they don t like mushrooms in
this or something else is too hot
and spicy," Schimpf said.
Some new additions to Food
Operations recipe files include
several Chinese stir-fry dishes
and a new type of Italian turnover.

YOUR UNIVERSITY CONNECTION
FOR UNIQUE GIFT IDEAS

To: Nancy Loomis
From: Doris & Joanne
We arc going 10 miss
you. Enjoy those grandchildren.

Stop By And Enter Our Grand Opening Drawing
i

*' «« r*mm

lucfno:

10:00 -8:00M-F
352-5148
10:00 • 6:00 Saturday 518 E. Wooster
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Back seat ref

Referee Gordon Schutt from Fostorla sits in the stands overlooking a Falcon football scrimmage.
The Falcons, the defending MAC champions with an 11-1 record, enter the final week of practice
before their first game against Ohio University on Saturday, Sept. 6.
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Be an exchange student

• Audition •
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Wednesday, September 3rd

WELCOME STUDENTS
Are you furnishing an Apt?
Don't Miss St. John's
Church Yord Solo

6:00 p.m.
201 Hayes Hall

At the comer ol Wooiltr 1 Mercer

Frl. Aug. 29, 9-5
Sat. Aug. 30. 9-5

For Information
Call: Deborah Tell

*
*
*
*

372-6918
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Featured will be dishes,
silver, cooking utensils,
bed spreads, plants and
planters, and many more
items.

jf LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
*

THURS. - FRI. - SAT.

HELP . ..

♦*

Us fill this space. The BG News needs volunteer writers & photographers. Meetings
every Sunday night, 8 p.m., 210 West Hall. For more information call 372-2603.
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LOCAL OFF-CAMPUS ADDRESS NOTIFICATION FORM
FOR BGSU TELEPHONE DIRECTORY
This form Is to report the LOCAL Off-Campus Address to be listed In the BGSU Telephone Directory. Please
I* the form out completely and carefuty to avoid mistakes In the listing Forms must Include correct
social security numbers to be processed
Any off-campus student who does not return this form wi have a blank (possibly an old address) m Ins
local addreea area m the directory The form must be returned prior to Tueedey, Oeptsmber 2, 1988, to the listed
drop points: University Union Information Desk. Off-Campus Student Center. Library Circulation Desk,
Housing Office, or Bookstore
If your grades have been sent to an Incorrect address. M out an address change form In the Office of
Registration and Records
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Standard Job
Job Number

Please print

R475PD - Pom !
4751010

Ofr-CAMPUS LOCAL ADDRESS
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FREE $50 NECKLACE
J SOCIAL SECURITY NOMBEft II _J

I

Reward yourself with any 10 or 14 karat gold or Siladium ring
and get a $S0 necklace, free.
Our Representative is on campus with distinguished
traditional and contemporary styleseach backed by a Full Lifetime Warranty.
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English dept.
has novel idea

Allergies

Caution deters assaults
by Mike Amburgey
staff reporter

|>y Greg Connel
Jtaff reporter

; The English department's creative writing program is finding
new ways for students to earn credit for their writing talent and to
enjoy
the works of others.
:
A new course, ENG 660-N, is one of the first novel-writing
workshops in the country. It will be taught in the spring by Philip
O'Connor, director of the creative writing program. O'Connor was
on the 1965 Pulitzer Prize Fiction Selection Committee.
To apply for the course, a student must submit a novel-length
fiction manuscript in rough-draft form.
When the class starts, O'Connor and each student will read all of
the manuscripts and each one will be critiqued by the group,
O'Connor said.
Since O'Connor is on leave this semester, the manuscripts are
being reviewed by Associate Professor Richard Messer.
"We have four manuscripts so far, and we are hoping for a group
of six or eight students. Though it's designed for graduate students,
undergraduates may be considered," Messer said.
■ THE DEADLINE for submitting manuscripts is Nov. 26, the day
before Thanksgiving break.
- Howard MeCord, recently named coordinator for doctoral creative writing students, will act as advisor to these students.
' "Dissertations normally are objective papers which rely heavily
on secondary sources and research. Our goal is to give the students a
chance to interject their own feelings and thoughts into their essays.
We want their personalities to come through in what they write,"
MeCord said.
To be a participant in this program, the student must submit a 50page scholarly essay and a 50-page creative essay as an application,
MeCord said.

The potential for assault
exists at the University, but it
exists everywhere else too,
and preventive measures go a
long way, according to Bill
Bess, director of Public
Safety.
"A preventive posture
should be taken not just here
(at the University) but everywhere," Bess said. "Part of
our responsibility is to educate and prevent opportunities for crime to occur."
Bess said common sense
plays a major role in assault
prevention.
"Use the buddy system and
the Escort Service," Bess
said. "Tell people where
you're going, how you're getting there and when you're
getting back."
He also suggested using
C'llic transportation such as
Student Express bus service. Bess urges students not to
walk alone late at night, and
especially not to walk in
poorly lighted areas.
Bess said the University

"It means taking preventive measures
here, just like anywhere else. Lock your
dorm room, your doors and don't walk
around alone late at night."
— Bill Bess, director of public safety
has adequate lighting systems, and University police
officers monitor those systems closely for burnouts or
inadequate lighting.
"Our officers call in any
faulty lighting right away,
and the maintenance people
have been very good about
repairing lights quickly,"
Bess said.
Another big factor in preventing assaults is reporting
the ones that happen, Bess
said.
"VICTIMS SHOULD be
aware of their rights," Bess
said. "When an assault victim doesn't report the crime,
law enforcement can't work
preventively. It's a matter of
taking preventive steps to
interrupt all possible opportunities for crime to occur."
There are nine emergency

telephones situated at various
points around campus solely
designated for emergencies,
such as assaults or potential
assaults.
Bess said students should
familiarize themselves with
the locations of the telephones. These spots are
shown on University parking
maps available in 104 Commons.
Bess said that when rated
with other schools, the University ranks comparatively
low in terms of assaults reported.
"It means taking preventive measures here, just like
anywhere else," Bess said.
"Lock your dorm room, your
doors and don't walk around
alone late at night."
Taking an active role in
crime prevention is a shared
responsibility, Bess said.

Weather
Q Continued from page 1.
taring temperatures.
Jodi Meese, sophomore international business major, was
wearing snorts all day.
"I'm usually hot, and I like
cold weather. It's easier to
sleep," she said.
Crag Martin, senior accounting major, said the reason he
was wearing shorts was that he
just isn't used to wearing pants.
"I spent part of the afternoon
in jeans, but I wasn't comfortable in them. I have had on
shorts since summer school, and
I'm just used to them," he said.

UmmyJJMMMyJMMW

BGSU Theatre
presents

ARE VOU BORED?

a Continued from page 1.
tion is for students to change
medications every few weeks,"
he said.
Kaplan said about one out of
five students suffer from allergy
symptoms that require use of an
inhalator or steroids.
"Inhalators are good for
asthma induced by exercise or
cold; however, the treatment
only lasts a few hours," he said.
Allergies are a part of University life for Liz Selby, senior
elementary education major.
"Not having air conditioning
in the rooms is a major trauma;
it's hard to sleep, she said.
"Just when I think I'm getting
over my allergies, they cut the
grass."

THEN TAKE A TRIP TO

CEDAR POINT
wttk

Saturday, September 6
Price: $13.50
Includes: Your ticket & transportation
to and from Cedar Point.
Vans will leave the Union Oval at 11 am
Saturday. The Park is open from Noon to 8
pm. Participants will retun to the University
by 9:30 pm. Sign up in the UAO office, 3rd
floor, University Union or call 372-2343.

All of us at the Balloonman
hope to see you this fall.
Bunny. Lifeguard. Kitty. Clown, Gorilla

AUGUST 28 AND 29 AT 8 PM.
JOI I. BROWN THEATRE BGSU

Undergraduate Student Government

University Committees
Applications
Available For:
Committee on Committees
Faculty Senate Budget
Academic Facilities Utilization
Academic Honesty
Admissions Advis6ry
InterCollegiate Athletics
Broadcasting Advisory
Computing Council
Cultural Events
Equal Oppurtunity Compliance
Health Service Advisory
Honors and Awards
Instructional Media
Library Advisory
Strategic Planning
Non-Traditional Student Advisory

Parking Committee
Publications Committee
Student Financial Aid
University Appeals
Ice Arena Committee
Student Legal Service
Human Relations
Academic Affairs
Off-Campus Advisory
Bookstore Advisory
Sponsored Events
Parking Committee
Public Safety
Union Advisory Board

Applications Available August 29th
Applications Due September 4th
Applications Available In
405 Student Services Building

f=>

Not Pictured: Bellydancer. Mr. Wonderful. Flex

The Balloonman 352-6061, anytime
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THISYEAR
STUDY THE CLASSICS.

Buy a Big Classic and get a FREE regular size
soft drink. Simply bring in the soft drink
coupon along with a big appetite and you'll
have a really enjoyable lesson. But don't think
about it too long. This course will not be
offered after September 7, 1986.

FREE

REGULAR SIZE SOFT DRINK
WITH THE PURCHASE OF
A BIG CLASSIC.
Offer good oiilj •! Wendy'». 1564
Wooiter. Booliaf Greta, OH
through September 7. I9S*. No)
• ■M wMh m> other offer. I.imil one
coupon per curJomrr per rtalt.

Elsewhere
Nuclear shutdowns urged
WASHINGTON (AP)-The
only way to protect the American public from atomic power
risks is to shut down all U.S.
nuclear plants, a Ralph Naderaffiliated organization asserted
yesterday.
"The message from the operating experience of U.S. reactors in 1964 and 1985 is clear: the
plants are unsafe and their
safety record continues to
worsen," the Critical Mass Energy Project said in its 1964-85
Nuclear Power Safety Report,
which it said was dedicated to
the victims of the nuclear accident at Chernobyl in the Soviet
Union.
"The likelihood and consequences of an accident, so dramatically demonstrated bv the
Chernobyl disaster, strongly argue for rapidly phasing out the
nation's nuclear power profram," said the report written
y Joshua Gordon.
Critical mass is the amount of
energy required to sustain a

nuclear chain reaction. The Critical Mass Energy Project was
founded by Nader 12 years ago.
Based on data from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
and other sources, the group
contends 1985 was the worst
year for U.S. nuclear safety.
Among its findings, some of
them released in May after the
Chernobyl accident, were these:
-TEN SERIOUS accidents "abnormal occurrences" ranging from high radiation exposures and loss of radioactive
material to management problems affecting safety -happened
in 1985.
-2,997 plant mishaps - "licensee events" ranging from
minor to significant breakdowns
in plant systems or procedures were reported to the NRC in
1985, a 23 percent increase over
1984.
-There were 764 emergency
shutdowns at U.S. plants in 1985,
a 28 percent rise over 1964.
-Nine plants accounting for 12
percent of the U.S. nuclear

power generating capacity were
Indefinitely closed in 1965.
Don Winston, a spokesman for
the Atomic Industrial Forum,
said he did not know how Critical Mass could say the nuclear
safety was at an all-time low in
terms of safety last year.
"How many fatalities were
there? Zero! How many catastrophic breakdowns? Zero! Injuries to the public? Zero!
Injuries to workers? Zero! (Radiation) overexposures to workers? None for the second year in
a row," Winston said.
Winston said the number of
"significant" or serious events
dropped from .7 per reactor in
1984 to .53 in 1985 -the fourth
consecutive annual decrease.
He also said the forced outage
rate due to technical problems
fell from 13.6 percent In 1984 to
11.7 percent last year.
NRC SPOKESMAN Bob Newlin said "abnormal occurrences" numbered five or six
annually until 1962 and then rose
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to nine or 10 per year. But he
noted that the number of licensed reactors also has risen in
that time. There are now 100.
"Obviously, we're not happy
with any abnormal occurrences.
We'd like to get them to zero,"
he said.
Newlin attributed the increase in event reports to the
greater number of plants and a
better understanding on the part
of utility managers of the new
reporting system instituted in
Quoting NRC Commissioner
James Asselstine to support
many of his points. Gordon accused the NRC of paying too
little attention to plant management and failing to crack down
on utilities that violate its regulations.
Asselstine often has dissented
from commission decisions, and
he recently voiced concern
about whether the agency was
being stern enough in its regulation of the industry.

Judge rejects
LTV request
NEW YORK (AP)-A
federal bankruptcy judge
refused yesterday to let
holders of LTV Corp.'s$1.5
million public debt form a
separate committee to advance their interests in the
firm's Chapter 11 reorganization proceedings.
Bankruptcy Judge Burton Lifland ruled after a
two-hour bearing that the
debt holders are adequately represented by an
existing committee that
represents all of LTV's
creditors.
With their own committee, the debt holders would
be able to vote independently on any reorganization plan put forward by
the nation's second-largest

steel company, which filed
for bankruptcy protection
last month. A negative
vote by the debt holders
could thus block a plan
from taking effect, though
Lifland could override
such a vote.
As part of the overall
creditors' committee, the
debt holders' vote is diluted with those of trade
creditors and others mat
the company owes money.
The judge indicated he
might reconsider his decision later in the case, if the
debt holders have irreconcilable differences with
others on the creditors'
committee. LTV's reorganization proceedings are
expected to last at least
two years.

THANK HEAVENS Cast his vote for tax reform
KINKCS IS OPEN
SUNDAYS.
At Kioto's, we offer complete copying services
seven days a week. And our staff has a friendly,
professional attitude you won't find anywhere
else. Try Kinko's. We could be the answer to
your prayers.

NORTON, Ohio (AP)-Life
can be taxing when your name is
Michael A. Morgan, even if you
are Michael A. Morgan of Norton and the Internal Revenue
Service owes you $400.
The problem for Michael A.
Morgan of this Akron suburb is
Michael A. Morgan of Olney,
Texas. Besides their names, the
men share a birthdate - May 18,
1967 - and their fathers' names
are similar.
They also share a Social Security number. And as far as the
federal government is con-

Untoi

Open early Open late.
Open weekends.

WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS

325 E. Uooster
(across from Taco Bell)
New location behind Dexter's
SUMMER HOURS coaing in late August
M-Tr 7:30-8:00pm
Pri. 7:30-6:00pm
Sat. 9:00-6 :00pm
354-3977

*APpY

"O"*

Friday & Saturday
Starts at 3pm.

Sun.12:00-6:00pm

cerned, they are the same person.
The Ohioan's problems began
in March, when he filed his
federal income tax return for
the first time. Several weeks
later, he received a letter from
the IRS.
"They knew something wasn't
right," Morgan said. "They
thought I was filing twice."
The IRS told Morgan it would
need confirmation of his Social
Security number before it would
issue a check to him. That's
when the Ohio man learned of
his Texas namesake.

VIENNA, Austria (AP)-A
Los Angeles bone marrow surfeon who treated some Chernoyl victims said yesterday the
accident could cause as many as
75,000 cancer deaths worldwide
over the next 70 years.
Dr. Robert Gale told reporters
that most delegates to an inter
PRETZELS

Ballreich's
Potato Chips
TIFFIN OFFICE (419)447-1814
Mclnty r«, Distributory-
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GAMES

112 Washington St.
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
Res: 354-8003
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TOP TAN CONTEST
• 18 and Over
• CASH and PRIZES

• 18 Mid over
• Male and Female
MMpftHiOM

*TUESDAY

LADIES NIGHT
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PICK UP YOUR ALL-SPORTS PASS TODAY AT THE
MEMORIAL HALL TICKET OFFICE.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 372-2762
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SATURDAY 30th BEST CHEST CONTEST*
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Good for Hockey, Football and Basketball.
averages out to just 67* per game!
charge it to your bursar's accountl!
PRIORITY PICK-UP -- so you wont get shut out
of the big games!!!

FOOTBALL OPENER SEPT. 6 vs. OHIO U.

& Wild life'

* FRIDAY 29th

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

• Hale Fantasy Review

THURSDAY

ber."
All of the Norton man's earnings will be put on the new Social
Security card number, she said.
On Tuesday, Norton's Morgan
was told he would have get a
new number. Ms. Eager said the
administration is speeding up
the case and Morgan should be
getting a new card and number
within 10 days.
Ms. Eager said cases such as
this happen occasionally.
"It's not a frequent occur-rence," she said. "There were a,
whole bunch of things that did;
match up."

Surgeon says 75,000 may die
from Chernobyl accident

CHIPS

nun can

WHEN OFFICIALS at the
West Akron branch of the Social
Security Administration fed the
Ohioan s information into the
computer, they discovered he
had the same social security
number as Michael Morgan in
Texas. Their incomes had been
combined by the government.
Since Michael Morgan of
Texas was issued the number in
1974 and Michael Morgan of
Norton received it in 1978, "The
Texas Mike legally owns the
number," said Karen Eager of
the West Akron office. "The
Norton Mike will get a new num-

COLLEGE NIGHT

*
*
*

national conference in Vienna
agreed that as many as 25,000
cancer deaths linked to the Soviet nuclear plant disaster could
occur in the European part of
the Soviet Union alone.
An explosion and fire occurred
April 26 at the No. 4 reactor of
the Chernobyl plant, 80 miles
north of Kiev in the Soviet Ukraine. Two people were killed
and at least 29 other Soviets
have since died from injuries
linked to the accident, which
sent a radioactive cloud over
nuich of Europe and other parts
of the world.
He said the number of cancer
deaths worldwide as a result of
the accident could range from
1,000 to 75,000.
Gate told The Associated
Press yesterday that estimates
ernobyl
of the death toll from Cherno
are "very broad," but health
experts believe "the truth will
lie between the extremes."
GALE IS attending a weeklong conference under the auspices of the International

Atomic Energy Agency called to
consider ways to improve international cooperation in fighting
nuclear accidents.
Speaking at a news conference
on the fourth day of the conference, Soviet and Western delegates suggested establishing an
international agency, composed
of civil defense and military
personnel, to pool efforts
any future atomic acciden
"We believe that as quickly as I
possible, a responsible an inter- i
national authority should be con-1
sidered to make available all*
possible resources for correc-|
live action (against accidents), \
involving civil defense and the ,•
army," said Helmut Rabold, an
East German atomic safety official.
Rabold said the delegates,
representing 50 countries, also
discussed central "action offices" to test food possibly
tainted by atomic fallout. The
offices would use the expertise
of the U.N. Food and Agriculture Organization, he sail

SPECIAL
mino's
Pizza
Delivers™
Free.

352-1539

$5

50

12 INCH
2 ITEM
PIZZA
PLUS 2 CANS
OF COKE

• Free Admitwfl with I.D.

• DRIVE FOR LIFE PARTICIPANT
*• ••••••*••••••••

*

STADIUM PLAZA
1616 E. WOOSTER
LIMITED DELIVERY AREA
DRIVERS CARRY LESS THAN $20
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Murder rate triggers Celeste, Rhodes spar
concern in Detroit
DETROIT (AP) - A summer
spate of shootings and the highest murder rate in the country
have officials groping for ways
to suppress firearms violence
plaguing the nation's sixth-largest city.
Police records show that 266
people were shot in June, 42 of
them fatally. During a single
weekend there were 12 fatal
shootings. In July, 307 people
were shot and 51 died.
On Wednesday, the first day of
school in Detroit, a 15-year-old
ninth-grader was shot and critically wounded outside his high
school, the victim of fellow students, according to police. Since
June 1, more than a hundred
people age 16 or younger have
been shot in Detroit
Community leaders blame the
carnage on drugs and a sense of
hopelessness among the city's
young people. Ministers have
called on Mayor Coleman Young
to back a handgun ban, but
Young and the City Council have
balked.
"I don't think it's going to
have any impact on crime at all
to ask the people who are being
shot at to give up their guns,
Young said Wednesday in an
interview with WJR Radio.
THERE ARE reasons for concern:
- On Sunday, a 7-year-old girl
and her 3-year-old brother were
seriously injured when bullets
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This it a cor pot a I ton
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sprayed their house while they
slept. Police believe the shooters
thought someone in the home
had alerted authorities that stolen cars were being dismantled
in a nearby alley.
- The previous weekend, a 16year-old girl was killed and a
friend seriously wounded by
three youths who allegedly
"shot up" a chaperoned party
they had been turned away
from.
-Aug. 12, an 6-year-old girl
visiting from Houston was killed
and three other children were
injured when gunfire strafed a
home from a passing van. Police
know of no motive.
- On the city's bloodiest weekend of the summer, June 27-29,
43 people were shot and 12 killed.
You don't have to be doing
nothing wrong," said 39-year-old
Randall Stewart, one of that
weekend's surviving victims.
His right forearm was shattered
by a bullet fired by a driver who
nearly collided with Stewart's
car.
"Just be in the wrong place at
the wrong time and then,
boom," he said in an interview
with The Detroit News.
UNEMPLOYMENT in the
city stands at about 20 percent
and is about 50 percent among
teen-agers. And poverty "invites the escape to drugs," said
Young.
"I think the overwhelming

factor is a sense of hopelessness
among city residents, said Gregory Hicks, vice president of the
Detroit Urban League.
"Parents have lost control
their children, especially boys,
because there is no father figure
in the home," said the Rev.
James Holley, pastor of the
Little Rock Baptist Church.
"What the kids are doing now,
instead of killing each other,
they are maiming people because the police only investigate
homicides," he said. "We've
never had anything like this, and
it's going to get worse unless
somebody does something."
Police Chief William Hart declined Associated Press requests for an interview.
School officials last week announced plans to continue last
year's random metal detector
sweeps" of middle and high
school students to find guns and
other weapons being carried
into school buildings.

Gov. Richard Celeste and
his Republican challenger,
James A. Rhodes, continued
their long-distance political
sparring match yesterday,
with Celeste wooing labor
votes in Columbus and Rhodes speaking before delegates
to an Ohio Municipal League
conference.

U.S. Rep. Thomas Kindness, campaigning for the
U.S. Senate, also spoke before
the Municipal League, where
he decried current federal tax
reform legislation.
Celeste and Rhodes
switched places from campaign-style appearances earlier in the week. On Tuesday,
Rhodes had addressed the
Teamsters conference; Celeste appeared before the Municipal League on
Wednesday.
The Democratic governor

warned the Teamsters that
certain people in public life
and public office are "out to
break the back of the trade
union movement" but did not
elaborate. Later, at a news
conference, he told reporters,
"You can fill in the blanks."
He never mentioned Rhodes, the four-term former
governor, by name.
In his speech. Celeste did
remind the union members
that it was he who signed
Ohio's public employee collective bargaining law after it
had languished under former
Republican administrations
for almost 15 years. Rhodes
vetoed two collective barKining bills sent him by
mocratic legislatures in
the mid- and late 1970s.
"TO FORGET history is
peril," Celeste said.
Rhodes, speaking in a freeflowing style from notes,

urged members ot his audience to start making development plans for their
communities.
"We cannot stand high taxation and a high-cost state.
We cannot contain industry if
they can't make a profit, but
everybody says to me.
'You're old-fashioned,'"
Rhodes said. "All I'm saying
is this: Do something about
the development of this state.
Well try to give you all the
assistance we possibly can."
Later, when reporters
asked Rhodes to respond to
Celeste's comment to the Municipal League that Rhodes
had offered only simplistic
answers to complex questions, the Republican shot
back, "He has no new proSrams and no concept of what
hio is. The issue happens to
be corruption. And he's at the
center of it."
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Howard's club H

Undergraduate Sludeni Government

Public Relations Executive
Cabinet Position Available

THURSDAY STUDENT NIQHT
WITH VALID ID ONLY $2.00

ERNEST
HOHQNINE
KLAUS
KINSKI

ARMED AND CANDY
—
7:30
DANGEROUS ONLY

AT 7:30 t
9:15

TEXAS CHAINSAW (R)
MASSACRE 2
9:15

Fetturinj Sftvi from
tt* Wit Sktvirt

EVENINGS - ADULTS $3.50 CHILDREN 32
WEDNESDAY STUDENT NIQHT
ONLY 32.00

rum

I'Theiu Aie Some Places In The
Universe You Don't Go Alone
SIGOURNEY WEAVER in
7:30 * 9:45 THE NEW M.OVIF

210 N. Main

No Cover

Applications Available 8/29
in 405 Student Services
Applications Due 9/4
Contact Kelly McCoy
for an interview at 372-8324

University Bookstore

WELCOME BACK!
New and Used Textbooks.

Student Services Building

•SPECIAL ORDER BOOK SERVICE •COLLEGE SWEATSHIRTS Sr T-SHIRTS
CHILDREN'S BOOKS
«ART & SCHOOL SUPPLIES
BEST SELLERS
•FILM & DEVELOPING
PAPERBACKS
•GREETING CARDS
STUDY AIDS
•BGSCI IMPRINT ITEMS
•MAGAZINES
^HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS
•CALCULATORS
•GIFTS

OPEN SAT. 8/23 9 a.m.-5 p.m., SUN. 8/24 NOON-6 p.m.
Special Opening Hours
8/25 Mon. 8 a.m.-8 p.m., 8/26 Tues. 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
8/27 Wed. 8 a.m.-8 p.m., 8/28 Thurs. 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
8/29 Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m., 8/30 Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
9/2 Tues. 8 a.m.-8 p.m., 9/8 Mon. 8 a.m.-6 p.m.

CLOSED SUNDAY, AUGUST 31
MONDAY, SEPT. 1 (LABOR DAY)
Regular Store Hours: 8:00 to 5:00 Mon-Fri.
Master Card/Visa Accepted
9:00 to 5:00 Sat.
Phone: 372-2851
The University Bookstore is owned ond operated by Bowling Green State University for the purpose of supplying
its students with textbooks, cussroom materials and to supply all of your college needs.
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Judge sentences Navy spy
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)Jerry Whitworth was sentenced
to 365 years in prison and fined
$410,000 yesterday by a iudge
who said his role in selling Navy
communications secrets to the
Soviet Union made him "one of
the most spectacular spies of
this century."
"I just want to say I'm very,
very sorry," was the only comment from the 47-year-old former Navy radioman as he
appeared before U.S. District
Judge John Vukasin.
Convicted on seven counts of
espionage as part of the Walker
family spy ring, Whitworth must
serve at least 60 years before he
will be eligible for parole.
Vukasin had the option of sentencing Whitworth to the maximum term of life in prison or
following a prosecution recommendation of imposing a lengthy
period of years that would delay

Walker spy ring member
convicted of espionage
hisparole eligibility.
The government called him
the central figure in the most
damaging spy ring in U.S. military history, and Vukasin said
he had given the Soviet Union
"the very blueprint of our most
coveted and guarded communications."
WHITWORTH, of Davis.
Calif., was convicted July 24 of
selling to the Walkers the secrets of Navy decoding equipment, code keys and
communications systems he
gathered and photographed for
nearly a decade as a trusted
radio operator at ship and shore
stations.
He also was convicted of tax

evasion on the $332,000 that he
was paid by John Walker Jr.. his
longtime friend, former fellow
radio instructor and confessed
leader of the spy ring.
Walker was to have been sentenced yesterday in Baltimore
to two life terms under a pleabargain, with parole possible in
10 years. But sentencing has
been delayed until Oct. 3 at the
prosecution's request.
Whitworth's lawyer. James
Larson, filed papers with Vukasin on Tuesday urging a sentence no harsher than walker's.
Larson said Walker was "unquestionably ... more culpable" than Whitworth.
Larson said Whitworth was

MrfWK^-*

Needs
You!
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING FOR
•Writers 'Photographers
•Graphic Designers/Illustrators
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 1

7:30 p.m. West Hall, Second Floor Commons

"racked with guilt and remorse" and had undergone
three days of "debriefing'' by
government agencies since his
conviction and was prepared for
more.
BUT ASSISTANT U.S. Attorney William Farmer said in
court papers that Whitworth,
"even on the eve of sentencing,
after being convicted following a
protracted public trial that detailed his treachery,... will not,
or cannot, own up to his responsibility."
Walker pleaded guilty last October in Baltimore and agreed to
testify against Whitworth in exchange for a reduced sentence
for Walker's son, Michael, who
also pleaded guilty. Walker's
brother Arthur was convicted of
spying by a federal judge and
sentenced to life in prison.
Walker testified he recruited
Whitworth to his ring in 1974
after "probing for the larceny in
his heart." He said he used
Whitworth as his main source of
documents from the time
Walker left the Navy in 1976
until Whitworth retired in 1963.
Walker said the Soviets, satisfied with Whitworth's work,
gradually raised his pay from
$1,000 to $4,000 a month.
Walker said Whitworth photographed with a Soviet-supplied
miniature camera such secrets
as code keys, diagrams of new
decoding equipment, and broadcasting channels that military
experts said would allow the
reading of all secret messages to
the Pacific fleet.
Walker said Whitworth also
revealed plans to evade Soviet
direction-finding equipment for
spotting U.S. ships.
Walker said he never told
Whitworth of the Soviets' role,
but instead suggested the secrets were being bought by Israel, the Mafia or a private
intelligence organization.
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Texas, Florida
rankings to rise
Sun Belt shows growth spurt
WASHINGTON (AP)Rapidly growing Texas and
Florida will become the nation's second and third most
populous states by the turn of
the century, the Census Bureau said yesterday.
Americans flocking to the
Sun Belt will help California
retain its firm grip on the No.
1 population ranking, according to a new analysis of state
and city data and projections
of the population for the year
2000.
But the Lone Star and Sunshine states will surpass the
current second-ranked state,
New York, the figures show.
At the other end of the
scale, meanwhile, the report
anticipates that Wyoming
will nearly double its current
half-million population to
jump from last place to No.
43. Vermont will drop to 50th
in the year 2000, the Census
Bureau projects.
THE STATE population
projections are contained in
the 1986 edition of the State
and Metropolitan Area Data
Book, a more than 700-page
compilation of statistics
about the states and hundreds
of metropolitan areas and
their central cities.
A supplement to the Statistical Abstract, the annual volume which contains national
statistics on various topics,
this is the first update of the
state and metropolitan volume since 1982.
The population projections
for the year 2000 lead off a
special section of state rank-

ings.
It projects that California
will increase from its current
26.4 million people to 30.6
million by the turn of the
century.
Climbing from third to second place, Texas is expected
to grow from 16.4 million to
20.7 million. And Florida is
likely to increase from 11.4
million to 17.4 million to skip
from No. 6 to No. 3.
NEW YORK is expected to
drop to fourth place from second place with a population of nearly 15 million in the
year 2000. That would be a
decline from the Empire
State's current 17.7 million an outlook not shared by
everyone.
The private National Planning Association, for example, published projections last
April calling for New York to
gain about 913,000 people by
the year 2000, giving it a total
of more than 18 million people.
Should that prove to be the
case, New York would still
drop to No. 3 behind Texas,
but would lead Florida.
The Planning Association's
Xt called for significant
in some older industrial
states like New York, Massachusetts and Pennsylvania,
places where the Census Bureau report calls for declines
in the population.
The Census projections are
based on trends developed in
the 1970s, while the Planning
Association expects changes
in some of those trends based
on developments in the economy.

Welcome Back Students
from

MARK'S PIZZA $

1 large 2 item pizza for 6.7B
CaU 352-3551
FOR BOWLING GREEN'S QUALITY PIZZA
FREE DELIVERY

For

BACK TO COLLEGE

DISTRICT
REPRESENTATIVES

SPECIALS
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Elections to held
September 18th
*******************************************************

Applications Available
August 29 ■ September 12

Call 352-8304 lor
the Photomat store nearest you,
0 a.m.—9 p.m., Monday thru Friday.
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Pick up Applicatons
at
405 Student Services
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FREE
FILM

PHIIIII ihit coupon at the time you drop oft

any disc,
1W, 126, or US color print roll IC-41 Process) for
ajnipping and printing at regular prica at a
participating Fotomat store and gat a FREE roll
of Ilka (lie Fotomat film Not valid with any otftar
offar, coupon, or in conjunction with Prafarrad
Customer Card" benefits
Umit one rail par coupon.
Offer expires September JO. IM6

L FOTOMAT

SECOND SET
OF PRINTS
Bring this coupon and any disc, 110,126. or us
color print roll IC-41 Process) to a participating
Fotomat store for developing and printing at regular
price and get a SECOND SET OF PHINTS FREE at
time of processing. Not valid with any other offer,
coupon, or In conjunction with Preferred
Customer Card" benefits Umlt one roll per coupon.
Offer expires Smptmrtbmr SO.1996.
CODE 1

..FOTOMAT

Sports
VOLLEYBALL
NORTHERN ILLINOIS HUSKIE INVITATIONAL
WHEN: Today and tomorrow
WHERE: DeKalb. III.
TEAMS: Bowling Green Falcons, Northern Illinois Huskies,
Loyola Lady Wramblers, Eastern Illinois Panthers
BG MATCHES: Hie Falcons open the tourney this afternoon at 4 p.m. against NICJ and finish tomorrow with
Loyola at noon and Eastern Illinois at 3 p.m.
1985 FACTS: The Falcons ended with a 12-14 record
overall and 6-12 mark in the Mid-American Conference
(7th place). NICJ finished with an 18-15 overall mark and
12-6 In its last season In the MAC (4th place). Loyola tied
for first place in the Midwest Collegiate Conference
with a 13-22 record, while EIU ended its year at 16-17.
BG VS. OPP.: BG has never beaten NIU in seven tries which
included two losses last season. The Huskies beat the
Falcons all six games enabling them to sweep the two
matches in '85. The Falcons are 01 against the Lady
Wramblers and have never faced the Panthers
BG STARTERS: Middle Blockers: Lisa Berardinelli, Sr.,
Kelley Ellett. Soph.. Outside Hitters: Alaine Emens, Sr.,
Lynne Nibert, Jr., Jo Lynn Williamson,Jr., Setter: Linda
Popovich, Fresh.

SOCCER

Spikers open season at NIC!
by Tom SkemMtz
assistant sports reporter

If the early bird really does
get the worm, Bowling Green's
volleyball team may find themselves closer to the perch on top
of the Mid-American Conference.
Tile Falcons, in camp for only
two weeks so far this season,
r their 1966 term in DeKalb,
for the Northern Illinois
Huskie Invitational tonight and
tomorrow. They will face
Loyola, Eastern Illinois and
host, former MAC rival, NIU.
The tournament will kick off
the Falcons' season two weeks
earlier than in previous years.
Although coach Denise Van de
Walle's supervision of her team
has been limited, she said BG
will be more than ready to take

coach, saying court-time is of
Importance at the moment.
It's a good experience to see
where the team is at," Ellett
said. "It will give us a little time
before our first match."
Despite the frantic two weeks
of preparation entering this
weekend's matches, Ellett said
team spirit has already proney as a stepping stone for their pelled this year's squad above
home opener Sept. 16 against 1965's version.
Cleveland State.
"We seem pretty far ahead
"We're looking at this tourna- compared to last year's teament as the midpoint between m,"Ellett said. "Everyone gets
the preseason and the first game along real well. We're always
of the season," Van de Walle rooting for each other."
said. "It will allow us to see
ALTHOUGH THE Huskies
what our strong points are and MAC affiliation in the past may
where our weaknesses are be- Sive the Falcons added incenfore our first match against
ve. Van de Walle said NIU's
Cleveland State."
newfound independence has
Sophomore middle blocker turned them into just another
Kelley Ellett agreed with her
D See Volleyball, page 10.

"We're looking at this
tournament as the midpoint
between the preseason and the
first game of the season."
— Coach Denise Van de Walle
the court.
"We've only had nine practices as a group, but we've made
progress. Van de Walle said.
''We're trying to get as prepared
as we can for the tournament.
We've had to go very quickly in
a lot of areas, switching from
individual skills to group skills."
WHILE THE three matches
may give an idea on how cohesive BG performs as a team,
Van de Walle and the rest of the
Falcons plan on using the tour-

Booters hope this "Bud" is for them

BUDWEISER HOLIDAY CLASSIC

WHEN: Today and tomorrow.
WHERE: Akron, Oh.
TEAMS: Bowling Green, Wisconsin-Madison, Western Kentucky, Akron
BG GAMES:The Falcons open against Wisconsin-Madison
tomorrow at 12:30 p.m. and finish withWestern Kentucky
Sunday at 12:30 p.m.
1985 FACTS: BG ended with a 4-11-4. Host Akron won the
Classic last season but did not face the Falcons in the
tournament.
BG VS. OPP.: The Falcons and Zips battled to a 00 tie last
year in Bowling Green.

Give a hoot.
Don't pollute.

by Jeff McSherry
sports reporter

A quick glance at the 1986
Bowling Green soccer roster
might give the impression this
team is very similar to last
year's squad.
This season, the Falcon booters will be led once again by two
seniors. Replacing last year's
dynamic duo of high-scoring forward Mark Jackson and Drew
Dawson will be senior forwards
Nan Shin and Gary Mezicotte.
This year, however, the Falcons don't want a repeat of last
season's 4-11-4 record. The booten' first chance to prove their
worth comes this weekend when
they travel to the Budweiser

Holiday Classic at the University of Akron.
"Corning off the season we
had last year, it would be great
to get a few wins," BG head
coach Gary Palmisano said.
"We'd like to be as competitive
as possible and play two sound
matches this weekend."
Tomorrow, BG will be taking
on a strong Wisconsin-Madison
team, loaded with many of its
top players from last year. The
Falcons will end the weekend
Sunday when they battle Western Kentucky.
With just two seniors and four
juniors on this year's squad, BG
also appears to be a very young
team once again. There is an
anbundance of underclassmen

with 14 freshmen and 10 sophomores rounding out the roster.
LOOKS CAN be deceiving,
however.
"It appears that we are young
and inexperienced," Palmisano
said. "But we had a number of
sophomores who played an awful lot last year ana that gave
them a lot of game experience."
Palmisano also perceives his
team as having the mental
toughness that seemed to be
lacking at times in 1985. Last
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229 S. MAIN

D See Soccer, page 10.

Now Playing At

Barney's
Video

ART SUPPUESII:

Forest Service, U.S.D.A.

year, the Falcons suffered many
of their losses in the final moments of close games.
These defeats were due, in
part, to mental lapses.
"The littlest thing doesn't
seem to throw this team (1986)
off its game," Palmisano said.
"I think that is due partly because there is a lot more cohesion this year, both on and off
the field.''
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• American Anthem
• Wildcats
• Gung Ho
• Out of Africa
• Young Sherlock Holmes

Member and Nonmember Rentals
'Nonmembers must show major credit card

1093 N. Main St. BG 354-1401
Mon-Sat 10-10 Sun 11-8 ■■■■■

353-3551

Behind Barney's Convenient Mart
Beer and Wine at State MinimumPrices
I ■■■■Opon 6:30 p.m. ■ lorn Evwry doynnT |

HOWARD'S

MUD-TUG '86

JL.

210 N. MAIN

SUNDAY

WEDNESDAY

HOURS: MON-SAT: NOON TIL 2:30 AM &
SUNDAY 2:00 PM TIL 2:30 AM 365 DAYS
•THE AREA'S FINEST LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
•VOTED BEST BAR IN BG.
DESIGNATED DRIVER PARTICIPANT
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Under the terms of the Family Educational Rights
and Privacy Act of 1974, and University policy
on student records, Bowling Qreen State University may disclose such personally identifiable
information from a student's educational record
as has been designated to be directory Information.
Students have the right to refuse the designation of personally identifiable information as
directory information. If a student exercises this
right, directory information will not be released
without the student's consent except as provided by law and University policy. Students
choosing to exercise their rights respecting
'directory information should contact in person
the Office of the Vice President for Student
Affairs by Friday, September 5, 1986.

TUESDAY

MONDAY

419-352-9951
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Soccer

Volleyball

Q Continued from page 9.
This weekend will also test
BG's new goalkeeper, a spot
which was somewhat troublesome last year. After a tough
battle between three freshman
and a transfer student, it appears freshman Mickey
Loescher will mind the BG net.
Palmisano said he will be
counting on Shin, and co-cap-

tains Mexicotte and junior midfielder Larry Valbuena to
perform well.
The Falcons may be heading
into the Budweiser Classic with
an appearance much like last
year s squad. With added experience and new enthusiasm,
however, BG appears bound to
rebound from last season.

Q Continued from page 9.
face in the crowd.
"It doesn't matter (who we
play) since NUI isn't in the MAC
anymore," Van de Walle said.
"I imagine they (NTU) are the
better of the three, though."
Van de Walk's forethoughts
on the Huskies can be credited to
NIU's dominance of the Falcons
in the past. Despite seven pre-

vious meetings between the two
teams, BG has yet to notch a
victory, including two threegame sweeps last season.
Although NIU would appear
as the early favorite after flashing fourth in the MAC last season with a 124 mark and 18-15
record overall, the Falcons
won't be taking the Lady
Wramblers or Panthers lightly

either.
Loyola finished 1965 with a
poor 13-22 mark but tied for first
place in the Midwest Collegiate
Conference. EIU's 16-17 record
last season looks much better
considering its upset of nationally-ranked Louisiana State during the term.
Starting alongside Ellett for
the Falcons will be Lisa Berardi-

nelli, Alaine Emens, Lynne Nibert, Jo Lynn Williamson and, in
her first appearance, freshman
Linda Popovich.
Ellett said the rookie setter
will have no trouble leading the
Falcons.
"She's a real go-getter. If she:
has any problems, she is the
type ofperson who will try very
hard to work them out"

Peggy WurrJer Where are you? Wa have bean
trying to contact you- USG needs you' Cal Kelly McCoy at 354-8700 or 372-7520

Eileen IBM) Dunn
Happy 20th Birthday!1
Haw a great day!
Love ya. Ann.

Coaege etudent to babysit 20-26 hour, par
week in exchange lor 1 bedroom apt Cal
352-9615

Onkyo A 25 integrated arnpefter 45 watts par
channel Onkyo T 16 FM stereo tuner. Yamaha
MS 4 2-way aoeaker. Complete system $300
3522939

Classifieds
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
BG News meeting lex vokmteera-wnters and
pnotograpners--every Sunday. 8 pm. 210
Watt Hall For further information call
372 2603
FANTASY s WABOAMING SOCIETY wd meet
on FRIDAY evening* at 6 00 p m in the Off
Campus Student Center Al are welcome to at
land
HURRY, HURRY. HURRY
tome 1988
Student Organizations Farr on
Wednesday. September 10.
from 1100am 10 300pm
m the Len hart Grand Ballroom
of the University union
DON T MISS IT1

SERVICES OFFERED
Babysitter available
Krte
372-3380

PERSONALS
A 0 PI JuJu Ruanwoman-Fal Rueh waa terrific'
Thank you and Congratulations1 L a L your
Alpha Den skMers
Alpha Defts gel psyched lor the Sig Ep Mud
Tugi Be there'
Attention Jeans N Tranga has enlarged the*
selection of sorority Items! Coma in and see all
the new items we have lor your sorority
Congratulations Gwendy May on your Phi Mu-Kappa Sigma lavalennQ to Scott Hlrth last
semester Love, Your PN Mu Sisters
Escorts Needed
Cal Campus Escort Service

Phi Mu would eke to congratulate Ann Mane
Mmmch on her Pta Mu-Pta Kappa Tau lavaaarXg to Brian Schneider Mai spring
SIGMA cms
The lazy days ol summer are gone Now
school's m liailon and the tug * on1 See you
Saturday' Love, your coaches
Sottbal ottaele needed Pick up referral at Student Emptoymant Mandatory dntc-Wed Sept
3 - 7 00 10 00pm Previous IM omcaUs fat out
appacanon in 108 SRC
The PN Mu's would aXe to welcome everyone
back and wash you al the best of luck
throughout the year.

372 8360
Intramural Deadanes Man's sottbal Sept 2
Women 1 Coed sortbaHSept 3 W-lsgls .
dbfe | Tenno Sept 9. Man's dbte tennis Sept
9 Men's golf dots -Sept 10 Al entries due in
108 SRC by 4 00 pm on due date with forfeit
'see
Us TeWund Timei
Do you have the abiety to communicate wel on
the phone, and have an interest m helping out
BGSU with its lund raising efforts' H so stop by
the Masti Alumni Center Aug 27 Sept 4.
8 00-5:00 and m out an appacanon. or cal
372-2701 and ask lor Pam Alchaun

USG CABINET POSITIONS AVAILABLE

Escorts Needed
Cal Campus Escort Service

372-8360

GRADUATE STUDENT HAPPY HOURS
AT DOWNTOWN
EVERY FRIDAY AT I
THE SISTERS Of PHI MU ABE EAGERLY
AWAITINO OUfl | gee PHI CLAM
QET PSYCHED!

DATE PARTY
You 1 need a bus
Cal Us Express Charter

Need F coaege student to stay with children
whee father works 3rd shift Wl receive tree
room I brd Please send picture & info to PO
Box 814. BG.OH 43402

Due to the
| Labor Day Holiday
Mon., Sept. 1

CATCH THE EXPRESS
Bua Schedules Avaasole
Union Information Desk

SMI paopta-anlwtaaaar. Exceeent experience
lor people with theatre or dance interests
Outgoing personalty and high energy are prereqmerte quakneabon. Part time-weekends Apply In person at Henry Ja, 1532 S Byrne, after
7 p m Son—Thur..

WANTED

TUTORS NEEDED The Athletic Department *
looking for Accounting- Business majors who
have .amed As and B's In Accounting 221.
222. who would enroy helping other students
do the same Comoebttv. wages Cal Dr Pat
Cleveland. 372-2401. lor appointment

1 Ismafe roommate to share with 3. 2 story
house on Wooeter. vary close to campus Call
353-0010
Loorung for female roommate Is) with apartment
or wishing to go apartment hunting' Call
353-1768

JTHE BG NEWS

TUTORS NEEDED The Athletic Department a
looking lor BuMneaa majors who hav* earned
As and B's m Econ 202 and 203 and Finance
300. who would enroy helping other students
do the tarn. Competitive wages Cal Dr Pat
Cleveland. 372-2401. lor appointment

NEED DfWEH to share deny drive from Port
Canton to 80 Cat Dave or Marty al
1-734-1253 after 5pm or weekends

j ADVERTISING DEADLINE
*
* For the Tues., Sept. 2 and Wed., Sept. 3 editions is ...
*
*
FRIDAY, AUGUST 29, 4 p.m.
I
«214 West HallO72-2601

Meed male or female to sublease
1 bedroom apt for Pal Semester

Waitress, welter positions open lor 3rd shift
Ful or part time Apply in person at Frischs Big
Boy Fremont Pike. Penysburg

Cal 352-2676

*
*
*

+

«■*•* ****** ************************************* ****+**+**+

********************^^***************

SUMMER FUN DOESNT HAVE TO END!
Bring your friends
this Labor Day Weekend to . . .

NEEDED: 1 or 2 mar. rmlea to share 3 bdrm
A-Freme hou... Ch.apl Call Brian at
352-5121.
ONE FEMALE ROOMMATE TO SHARE
APARTMENT WITH 3 OJRLS LOCATED ON
4TH ST PLEASE CALL 352-3244

TUTORS NEEDED: The Athletic De|>Brtrnan7
la looking far student! who hare earned A',
and ■'. In Math 124, 125.1)1, and 212, who
would enjoy helping other students do the
same Coaaa.lKls. wages. Call Dr. PM
Cleveland. 372-2401, for appointment.

Tired ol hvmg n slum lord housing?
M-F rmte. warned Lease term negotleCio
354-1386 after 7pm

FOR SALE

APT.-2 Non-amokmg males needed for 9 mo.
lease Located behind McDonalds on dough
St Cal Tan Kraaley at Bull Apt.

79 VW bua. 9 paaisngsr. exceeent condition
25 mpg Cal 352-5953

Two tun lemalee need one ol HIM to share
great houM on WooMerl Cheap! (treat tocaUont Call now! 3SS-4621. AM lor Rhonda or

Fhoay-e-29. 10:00 am ■ 8pm
Saturday 8 30 am a 5pm
Monday 10 00 am HI 5pm
220 N Grove SI
63 Ford motor home Runs good
CB wrm antenna t cable
Cal 686-4371

Ratable loving child care needed for 3 yr. old
My home Tues 3-6 30; Thura 3-9.30 p m
References required 352-3156

********

*

REALLY OOOO STUFF-NOT ENOUOH SPACE
Swivel rockers, couch sectionals
chart,
tables hootrcaaaa. three desks, (ridge, freestandng closet, pot. A pan*, lawn lounger, unity shelves, curtains sheets wicker baskets,
carpet, bad cages oaaaoal bat*. X country
ska a shoes latxtcs. dishes picture frama*.

Part-time energetic, outgoing, fun-loving
people wanted' Bartenders, waltreea...
waiters, tloor walkers
No axp.rl.nc.
necessary FlexOle schedules to accomodate
carpools Apply In person after 8 rjaty except
Mon at the tun piece to be ■ BUTTONS' St. Rl.
26. 12 flans N ol BG

***************************************W****************+

*
*
*

Sofa-sleeper $100; 2 L.R Chan $25 each,
avacado print 352-0393 altar 5:30

Make hundred* weeUy maang circulars'
No quotas, bmrtai
Rush sell addressed stamped envelope
A 1. 11020 Ventura. SUM 268. Dent p
Studio CDy.CA 91604

352 249'
PUBLIC RELATIONS Must be energetic.
creative and wort wel with people Office hours
required Some experience with marketing andor advertising « dee* able
SECRETARY Must have typing, flang. word
procesemg iMurhmata) and note taking skles
Poaltton involves 10-20 hours-week and
receives payment
Apply at 405 Student Services Also make an
appointment tor interview Questions'' Cat
372-8324

Over stuffed chairs
115 00 each
Cal 352-3006

Experienced staple help wanted
Sat 1 Sun 8am 5pm Perryeburg.
Cal John 874-3055

1980 Fat Spider 2000 saver 50.000 mass
am tm rarjo. One owner. 13999 or best offer
353-1648

Attractive female to do costumed deliveries
Very outgoing. Hour, vary must larva own oar
Cal The Batoonman 352-6061

2 STANDARD DORM SIZE REFRIGERATORS
only $70 each Stop by 264 S Coaege or can
352-7430.

CO-OP CORNER
Toledo acoountlrtg Ann needs junior accounting
major with 3 0 QPA or above to intem starting in
January - Sl300-monttv PERFECT OPPORTUNITY) Cal 372-2451
Local T V station is In need ot part or ful time
students to help assist in promotions dept starting Fal Semester. You can't pass up such an
opportunity! Cal 372-2461
Ratal Marketing Salesperson needed tor firm in
Toledo
part time during Fal, 2 positions
avassble Great way to start' Should be career
minded. Cal 372-2451

RaUng eentor with 2 5 GPA or above In
Restaurant Mgmt, HoeprtaHty Mgrnt. or rPCO
looking f« the perfect start should consider this
pceroon $6 00 per hour & can work m any mepr city -n Ohio or choice ol 4 other states. You
can! go wrong!! You wal complete 12-14 week
trartng program Cal 372-2461

1968 Chevy 3 Mat wagon Good angina. HTM,
breaks $200 00 Cat 362-3006

1982 4 door Chevette New brakes, 62.600 or
beat offer 353-6255 after 4

Sma* country horn* 2 mi south of BG Nice, no
■tooof ptumo»r>g Prefer 1-2 orad students
352-7050

Hoaprtaaty, restaurant rrianagernent student
needed tor meragement trainee position with
national restaurant chain Pays $5-6 per hr wtth
ful time opportunities upon graduation Don't
pass-up such s position' Cal 372-2451

1967 KAWASAKI 125 DIRT STREET BIKE
MAKE OFFER 364-4667.

HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

Some of the beat things m Me are FREE
Do you have a Job this tsl? la It related to your
major? it ao you may qualify for off tc ial university
recognition via a tranecr.pt notation TfHa set*
vice la FREE to you' If you are interested
B cal the Co-op Office at 372 2451
I
■f

.Classified Information.
Mail-In Form

The BG News
DEADLINE: Two days m advance by 4 p.m.

( The BO News a not rMponHble tor postal eervtca decays I

RATES: par ad are 65- per line. $1 95 iniriimum.
SO* extra per ad for boM type.
Apc*o«ariately 35-45 spaces per fete.

******* 3 Days of LIVE MUSIC +***+++
♦>

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

August 29

August 30

August 31

600PM 1200AM

4 00 P M -12 00 A M

200PM 1000PM

Dancing under the big top
on large 40' x 80' wood dance floor

PREPAYMENT is required lor an non-unhrersity related business and ndhrfduaja.
NOTICE: The BG raalMVrl not be responsible lor error due to WegibMy or ln<x«ipteteinfoniiatk» Pk»»aecoii»>fo214
West Hal Immediately rl there Is an error In your ad. The BQ Mews win not be responsible lor typographical
errors In cawsmed ads lor more than two consecutive Insertions.
The SG News reserves the right to release the names ol individuals who piece advertising In The Mew*. The
decision on whether to release this information shsi be made by the management ol The BO News. The
purpose of this policy Is to discourage the placement of advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily
embarrassing to Individuals or organizations

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
.Phone #.

Name
Address
Social Security # or Account #
(For billing purposes only)

Please print your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish it to appear:
(Circle words you wish to appear in bold type)

German / American Food—
German potato salad, bratwurst, sauerkraut, kielbasa

Admission: $3"

FREE PARKING
Classlticatfon In which you wish your ad to appear
Campus a CHy Events* .
Lost * Found
Rides
Services Offered
Personals

iMikmikee

Wanted
Help Wanted
For Sale
For Rent

Cempus/CM j Event ads are published free ol charge lor one day for a non-profit event or meeting onry.
'CaanrwsrC
Dates of Insertion.

Mail to: (On or Off-Campus MaH)
The BQ News
214 West Hall BGSU
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(Checks payable to The BG News)
Phone: 372-2601

At the Elks Club, behind Burger King

++*+++++++++++++++****+++++++++*-**£U

_
_
_

Total number of days to appear.

